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Consultation to-date
Date Event Attendees

18 July Small business workshop 2

19 July Residential – Civic 9

19 July Residential – Tuggeranong 6

25 July High voltage customers 14

Discussion paper – opportunity for feedback until 31 August



Topics to cover today:

Reliability Technology

Network 
pricing



Reliability



Capital Expenditure (CAPEX)

• Replacing assets at the end of their 

life with new assets (REPEX)

• Refurbishing existing assets to 

extend their life (REPEX)

• Installing new assets by adding to, or 

augmenting the network (AUGEX)

• Information technology and 

operational systems to support the 

network (Non network CAPEX)

Operational Expenditure 

(OPEX)

• Inspecting, testing and monitoring 

the condition of assets (Condition 

monitoring)

• Maintenance to prevent (or lower 

the risk of) a failure occurring 

(Preventative maintenance)

• Repairs to correct a problem or 

defect (Corrective maintenance)

Types of expenditure

OPEX costs are recovered in network tariffs
CAPEX adds to the Regulated Asset Base 

(RAB) and the value of asset depreciation is 

deducted. The Regulator determines the 

return allowed on the RAB, which, with 

depreciation costs, is recovered in network 

tariffs

Both OPEX and CAPEX are needed to provide a reliable supply of electricity



What is reliability?
Reliability = availability of electricity to our customers.



Reliability vs expenditure

Better reliability of any network comes with a trade-off of higher spending.



Note: Figures are based on estimates

Power pole 
case study



Note: Chart is based on estimates

Long term implications of maintenance 
strategy



Discussion

Which option would you prefer?

1. More pro-active approach to network maintenance (at an additional cost and 

with the benefit of greater future reliability) 

2. More reactive maintenance program (for a saving now but potentially reduced 

reliability in the future) 

3. The current approach

Why?



Feedback received

Reliability versus cost

• Views tended towards 

adopting the current or a 

more proactive approach. 

• Most common reason was 

that the cost difference is 

not significant.

• Customers interested in 

new technology options 

and potential benefits of 

increasing the areas with 

underground network. 



Technology



Capital expenditure



Future constraints on high voltage feeders



Emerging Technologies

Emerging technologies impacting now 
(0 - 5 years)

Smart meters 

Rooftop solar PV

Battery storage

Emerging technologies on near horizon 
(5 - 10 years)

Grid-scale distributed 
generation

Electric vehicles

Embedded network 
operators 

Virtual Power Plants 

Microgrids

Emerging technologies in 
future  (>10 years)

Gas (hydrogen and 
biogas)

Fuel cells

The electricity supply model is changing with emerging technologies



The future 2 way network world
The network is transitioning from the traditional model to an interactive system



Impact of rooftop solar generation



Impact of Distributed Energy 
Resources – California Duck  



Discussion

1. We are interested in your experience or feedback regarding ActewAGL

Distribution’s future adoption of technology. What issues are important to you?

2. What are your top priorities regarding ActewAGL Distribution’s adoption of 

emerging technology in the future? 

3. How do you expect to use the network in the future?

Supporting environmentally sustainable energy generation

Becoming an early adopter of new technology

Partnering with local industry

Ensuring reliability 

Maintaining security of electricity supply

Costs

Understanding customer impacts

Communicating with our customers

Maintaining flexibility for customers



Feedback received – technology 
Top priorities were:

• Environmentally sustainable 

energy generation

• Customer impacts

• Security of supply

Important issues:

• Reliability

• Balancing cost and return

• Balanced approach (as 

opposed to aggressive 

adoption of new technology)

Future network use:

• More efficient use of energy

• More power storage options

• More control 



Network pricing



Electricity bills: network component
Residential customers

• On flat tariff, use around 
7,000 kWh per year on average

• Typical network bill of $700 
per year

• Network costs make up around 
40% of total electricity bill

Small business customers

• On flat tariff, use around 
30,000 kWh per year on average

• Typical network bill of $3,500 
per year

Large business customers

• Consumption and demand vary among customers

Source: Independent Competition and Regulatory Commission, Final Report: Standing offer 

prices for the supply of electricity to small customers from 1 July 2017, June 2017



Cost reflective tariffs



Critical peak tariff

Critical peak tariff = Fixed + usage + critical peak demand charge

Critical peak demand charge based on notification of extreme weather event 

• Notification of critical peak day (CPD) 24 hours in advance 

• Notification of potential CPD 7 days in advance

• 5-10 days per year

• Limit electricity use on CPD (ie. run generator) 

Very cost reflective as customers know when the network is expected to 

experience a peak



Discussion

1. How willing and able are you to reduce your electricity usage at peak times (5-

8pm) for a saving on your annual network electricity bill?  Eg. dishwasher use 

outside 5-8pm

[1= not willing to reduce usage; 10 = very willing to reduce usage]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

$15 annual saving on bill

$35 annual saving on bill

$70 annual saving on bill



Discussion 

2. How do you rate the different factors ActewAGL Distribution could consider as 

we continue to transition towards cost reflective network tariffs? 

[1= not important; 10= very important]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Assignment policy 

(mandatory, opt out, opt in)

Customer impacts

Choice of tariffs



Discussion

1. How willing and able would you be to reduce your electricity usage on critical 

peak days? 

[1= not willing to reduce usage; 10 = very willing to reduce usage]

2.   What are your thoughts regarding a critical peak tariff? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



Discussion

3. What are the most effective ways we can support customers’ understanding as 

we transition to more cost reflective tariffs? 

* Log book to record appliance usage during ‘peak’ times, so customers become familiar with the demand that appliances 

place on the network.  Log book to be used in conjunction with metered information.

4. Are there particular reforms to the existing network tariffs that we should 

consider? 

Information brochures

Workshops

Log books* / Mobile App

Contact centre  (phone line)



Feedback received – network pricing

• The willingness and/or ability to change electricity usage varied 

extensively across residential and business customers. 

• HV customers more willing and able than most residential or small 

business customers 

• Suggested that more tips and tools on how to change electricity usage 

should be provided to customers.

• High voltage customers were generally interested in considering a critical 

peak tariff. 



Feedback received – network pricing

• Transitioning to more cost reflective tariffs 

• The right assignment policy is very important, 34% of participants 

rating it 10 (where 1 is not important and 10 is very important) 

• Considering customer impacts very important with 67% of participants 

rating it a 9 or 10 (where 1 is not important and 10 is very important) 

• Providing a choice of tariffs was also important with 50% of participants 

rating it 8 – 10 (where 1 is not important and 10 is very important) 

• Customer support during 

transition to more cost 

reflective tariffs should be 

delivered through all 

possible channels. 



Wrap Up



Thank you for your participation!

We look forward to continuing the 
conversation with our customers as we 

prepare the draft plan.

More feedback:

actewagl.com.au/electricity5yearplan

consumerfeedback@actewagl.com.au


